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A finite approximation to the conventional diffusivity 
equation describing compressible fluid flow through porous 
media has been developed with a view to apply it to the 
problems of optimum well spaclng. An equiJ.ateral grid 
system has been employed to enable uniform well spacing for 
any number of wells. A numerical model has b2en developed 
on an IBM 360 - Model 50 computer, which simulates the 
pressure and saturation transience in the reservoir due to 
production impulses. This model has been used to maximize 
with respect to number of wells, the minimum well bore 
pressure reached throughout the specified withdrawal 
schedule. This minimum well bore pressure approaches an 
asymptotic value as the number of wells increases. Hence, 
the maximum value of the minimum well bore pressure is 
considered to correspond to that number of wells beyond which 
an addition of one more well does not increase the minimum 
well bore pressure by more than a tolerance. This provides 
an upper limit for optin;um number of wells based on con-
siderations of local economics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The optimum number~ of wells that are identical in their 
geometry as well as production capacity and their uniform 
spacing in a gas storage re~ervoir are of physical 
significance when the reservoir is subs-tantially uniform 
throughout. If, however, the reservoir is highly hetero-
geneous or contains numerous faults, no known general model 
lends itself to a realistic estimate of overall optimum 
well spacing. On the basis of uniformity of the reservoir, 
a general technique based on a two dimensional simulator 
has been developed to provide an optimization approach to 
number of wells. By vir-tue of the assumptions of uniform 
reservoir formation and the identical nature of all wells in 
it, the number of wells so determined yields the corresponding 
interspacing between adjacent wells. These results can be 
used in the design and development of gas storage reservoirs 
and to provide a general guideline for managerial and 
developmental decisions. 
In addition to the described application in underground 
gas storage systems, this model can also be adapted to aid 
in developing new oil and gas fields. Furthermore, the 
author believes that this work can be modified to approximate 
a heterogeneous reservoir flowing compressible or semi-
com?ressible fluids. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In 1945, Barlow and Berwald7 pointed out that optimum 
well spacing in a producing oil _field is invariably unique 
to that field. They developed a calculation procedure to 
arrive at the optimum well spacing in a solution-gas 
reservoir. They defined optimum well spacing as "the 
calculated number of acres per well that would give the 
2 
maximum economic return from the development of the reservoir 
as a whole under the known and assumed conditions used 
1n the calculations". 
In 1945, the Special Committee on Well Spacing and 
Allocation of Production of the American Petroleum Institute 
accumulated, 1n connection with studies of the influence of 
well spacing on oil recovery, comprehensive data on the 
reservoir characteristics and oil recovery of approximately 
one hundred oil reservoirs scattered throughout the United 
s·tates. 8 Craze and Buckley after a critical analysis of 
these data concluded that "the recovery from these fields 
is dependent on oil viscosity, reservolr pressure decline 
and formation permeability. No evidence was found that their 
recovery is influenced by their well spacing''. This dis-
proved Cutler's Rule 9 of well spacing, vJhich reads, "the 
ultimate productions for Hells of equal size in the same 
pool, where there 1s interference (shown by a difference 
in the production decline curves for different spacing), 
seem approximately to vary directly as the square roots of 
·the areas drained by the rtJells". 
In 1949, Muskat 2 considered ultimate recovery as the 
chief criterion and stated that in an oil producing field, 
if the ultimate oil recovery is a function of minimum 
production rate, then the ultimate recovery from that 
field will increase with decreasing well spacing, even 
though the rate of such increase is dependent on reservoir 
and fluid properties. In addition, he stated that in an 
edge-water drive reservoir ultimate oil recovery is 
independent of well spacing; and, 1n a heterogeneous 
reservoir only judicious location of wells is significant 
3 
and no uniform well spacing in it is of practical importance. 
In a gas storage reservoir the motivating criterion 
1s to withdraw gas according to a specified schedule such 
that the required compression cost is the least. The 
ulti~ate recovery is not the chief concern. 
1 In 1968, Henderson, Dempsey and Tyler presented 
a technique to find a combination of the number of wells, 
their locations and the compressor capacity requirements 
to provide the terminal deliverability needed to meet the 
withdrawal requirements for gas storage systems. They 
employed a ~we-dimensional numerical model to simulate a 
reservoir of uniform thickness composed of areas of different 
dcliverabilities. This numerical model used a finite 
difference solution technique, namely, Alternating Direction 
Implicit Method, to solve the diffusivity equation govern1ng 
single phase compressible fluid flow through a porous 
media. The procedure that they followed consisted of 
adjusting the number of wells, their locations and the 
storage field compressor capacity requirements by trial 
4 
and error until the required terminal deli,,erability for 
the system as a whole was met. A combination of the number 
of wells, their locations and the compressor capacity so 
arrived at does not necessarily represent an optimum state 
because, 
i) a basis for optimization was not set down; 
ii) it was not shown that no other combination of 
number of wells, their locations and the com-
pressor capacity serves the same function. 
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III. DISCUSSION 
The conventional finite ~ifference method of solving 
a partial differential equation representing unsteady state 
compressible fluid flow through a porous media has an inherent 
stability problem. This is due to the inevitable round off 
errors in numerical calculations. This limitation further 
necessitates small initial time steps which requires 
undesirably long computation time. Hence, instead of the 
finite difference solution to the diffusivity equation, a 
finite approximation to the latter is evolved. This is 
done by assuming that the relation between the flow rate 
into an elementary grid and the pressure within it, during 
an incremental time step,is governed by Darcy's Law. The 
unsteady state nature of flow is preserved by iterating until 
the following four criteria are satisfied: 
1) The flow into or out of an elementary grid is 
accompanied by an average pressure gradient 
dipping towards or away from the grid. This 
pressure gradien·t is time dependent. 
2) A predictable change of pressure in the elementary 
arid results. 0 
3) This change in pressure causes a predictable 
expanslon or compress1on of its in-place gas 
and water volumes. 
4) This new gas volume less the new pore volume 
available for gas in the elementary grid, averaged 
6 
over the time step, together with flow rate into 
the elementary grid will yield a predictable flow 
rate out of the grid. 
The following assumptions have been made 
regarding the storage reservoir and its fluid 
contents. 
A. Assumptions 
1. The storage reservoir lS horizontal. 
2. The reservoir is homogeneous and isotropic. 
3. Peripheral water-drive exists. 
4. Flow takes place under constant pressure 
at the gas-water boundary. 
5. There is no vertical flow in the system; 
that is, neither across the top nor bottom 
boundaries of the horizontal reservoir nor 
within the thickness of the reservoir. 
6. Within a single time step, the flow into any 
grid in the system can be represented by Darcy's 
Law. 
7. The viscosity of gas is a constant within the 
operational range of the reservoir pressures. 
8. The wells are identical in their geometry 
and production capacity. 
9. The formation compressibility lS negligible. 
B. Choice of the Grid S_ystem 
Since the reservoir formation has been assumed 
to be homogeneous and the wells have been assumed 
to be identical, a choice of the grid system must 
permit the location of any number of wells such 
'7 
that the_group of wells-is sy~~etric in the field 
and the distance between any two adjacent wells is 
the same throughout the system. The conventional 
rectangular system does not satisfy these conditions 
due to the following limitations (See Figure I). 
i) The grids are represented by their 
central points. 
ii) According to the Pythagorean Theorem, 
the sum of the squares on the two sides 
of the right angle in a right-angled 
triangle is equal to the square on the 
hypotenuse. 
One practical grid system which satisfies the 
conditions set forth, is that consisting of an 
oblique Y - axis inclined at 60° to the X - axis. 
In such a system, two wells equidistant from a 
third well, one along the X - axis and the other 
along the Y - axis, are themselves separated by the 
same distance (See Figure II). This system will 
be referred to as the 11 EQUIL!".TERAL SYSTEM." 
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RECTANGULAR GRID SYSTEM 
--+- 6X --1--
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1-+- ( 31: ~X) ~l 
A, B' and c are vJells 
!JX = f::.Y; AB = BC = 3 :•: 6X 
"' ABC = 90~ 
So, 
AC 2 AB 2 BC 2 = + (Pythagoras Theorem) 
Hence, 




EQUILATERAL GRID SYSTEM 
A, B, and C are wells 
~X = ~Y; AB = BC = 3*~X 
ABC = 60° 
Hence, 
~ABC 1s equilateral and therefore, 
AB = BC = AC 
Figure II 
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C. ~olution of T~ansience in the System Due to Gas Flow 
The discussion of this section can be carried 
out 1n three parts. 
and, 
1. The production impulse at the producing 
grid. 
2. The propagation of production impulse to 
3 . 
to the surrounding grids. 
The boundary conditions. 
1. "The production impulse at the producing grid" 
The diffusivity equation when applied to an 
elementary rectangular grid establishes a material 
balance by relating the following quantities: 
i) the mass flow rate into the grid; 
ii) the mass flow rate out of the grid; and, 
iii) the rate of change of mass within the grid. 
The flow .rate out of the producing grid during 
a time step is given by per-well withdrawal rates 
during that time step. If the rate .of change of 
contents within the producing grid corresponding 
to this withdrawal rate can be estimated, then the 
flow rate into the grid can be evaluated. This 
step is carried out in the equilateral system as 
follows: 
(Refer to Figure III) 
i) As a starting point, the flow rate into the 
producing grid W is considered equal to the 
DRAINAGE AREA AROUND AN ELEl'1ENTARY GRID 
p 
e 














Adjacent grids surrounding 'W' 
= internal radius of the flow reglon arcund 
= p:Pessure at radius r e 
= external radius of the flow reglon around 
'w' 
' \•l ' 




withdrawal rate from the well. 
withdraHal rate ( scf ) day · 
ii) The flow rate into the proaucing grid 










Q = flow rate into the grid, scf 
s day 
k = formation permeability, darcy 
h = thickness of the reservoir, feet 
11 = viscosity of storage gas, centipoise 
P = standard atmospheric pressure, 
s 
pounds per square inch (14.65) 
p = Critical Pressure of storage gas c 
T = s standard temperature (520°R) 
T = reservo1r temper•a ture, OR w 
p 
= pressure at the external radius e 




P = pressure at the in·ternal radius of flow 
V1 
reglon around 'W' r· 
'. w 
X = TI (P); Xa 
8Pc 






§ A detailed derivation of this equation lS shown on page 71. 
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G <x.) = p (X) dX 
:z; 
r = a; 
e where a = side of the grid 
Using equation (1), G(Xw) 1.s calculated by 
r 
e 
{ Q ln ( ::-.) ll P 1T T } G(X ) -
e s r s w • ( 2) 




iii) From G(Xw), which is a truncated infinite 
Fourier Series, X is evaluated using a 
w 
root finding technique. 
iv) · 'Xw' yields the value of 'Fw'-the pressure 
at grid 'W'. 
p 
w 
x ~·:p ~·,s 
= vl c 
1T 
(3) 
v) From Pw the change of pressure in the grid 
is obtained. ~p = P - P ., where P. l.S 
W Vll. Wl 
the previous pressure in the grid, 'W'. 
vi) Knowing the pressure in 'W', the new pore 
volume available for gas in the grid is 
found by considering the compressibility of 
connate water. 






a = side of the grid, feet 
h = thickness of the grid, feet 
¢ = porosity of the formation 
S = most recent value of water 
w 
saturation in the grid 
Cw = compressibility of water, vol/vol/psi. 
The new volume of gas in the grid 'W', 
due to the same pressure change,is calculated as 
p (X . ) a 2 h sin ( ~) ¢ ( 1 - Sw) 
z \..Yl v 
v = -------------------------------------------- (5) 
whe:t'e Xw -- 1f 
8P 
c 
(P ), P being the new pressure 
w w 
X . ::: 1T 
\vl 8P (pwi)' Pwi being the prev1ous 
c 
pressure. 
The difference betHeen (vii) and (vi) yields 
the surplus or deficit gas volume ln 1 w 1 • 
DV ::: v - Pvg. ( 6) 
This sur"'plus or deficit gas volume is 
transformed to equivalent volume in standard 
cubic feet by the transformation 
6V :::: 
s 
"v:.·,!:_ ex ) 
D Z W :;':520 
T :.''14 65 w . 
This represents the change of gas content 
in the grid, during the time step t:,t, SCF. 
( 7) 
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x) The volume from (ix) averagsd over the time 
step is algebraically subtracted from Q~n). 
This gives the next approximation for flow 
rate into 'W', corresponding to flow rate 
out of 'W', given by the withdrawal rate; 
Q(n+l) = Q(n) - ~Vs 
s ~t 
where, ~t is time step, days; 
and ~Vs 
~t 
is the rate of change of the gas 
content in the grid during that 
scf 
step, -d • ay 
( 8) 
This iteration of steps (ii) through (x) 
IQS(n+l) __ Q~)~~ a tolerance~ is reneated until ~ ' ~ ( n) 
where, Qs is the nth iterated value of flow 
into 'W'. Thus given the flow out of a grid 
the corresponding flow rate into it is found. 
The application of Equation 1 to represent the flow 
into a grid in the equilateral system requires a knowledge 
of at least three of the following: 
and 
' 




W, r, ; 
e 
the pressure at this external radius, Pe, 
the internal radius of the flow region around 
W, r ; 
w 
the pressure at this internal radius, Pw· 
* This tolerance (variable QTOL) is calculated 1n the Main 
Program. See page 80. 
Since Equation l lS used in the iteration r>oui..:ine to 
evaluate P , the first three parameters in the above list w 
must be known. We shall now consider each of these three 
required parameters individually to set forth the manner 
ln which they have been obtained, 
i) "The external radius" (re) 
Refer to Figure III. 'W' ~~ the grid under 
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consideration. The external radius is the side of 
the grid; re =a. 
ii) "The pressure at the ex-ternal radius" (Pe) 
iii) 
The pressure at the external radius is taken 
as the arithmetic average of the pressures at A, 
B, C, D, E, and F. A derivation justifying this 
step is given by Muskat 2 • 
"The internal radius II ( r w) 
Refer to Figure IV. The internal radius of 
to the flow region around 'W' can be effectively 
approximated as derived by Muskat 2 • 
= 1 (6 '" a + 2 8 2 •': f3 ·'· a) 2~~
= ;<3 + 1.732) = 4.732 8 a 
a 
2 (since the ratio of the radii enters 
the flow formula as the argument of 
logarithm). 








2. "Propagation of production impulse" 
After the flow rate into the producing grid 
corresponding to the req~ired withdrawal rate 
from 'W' has been evaluated as outlined in the 
prev1ous section, this flow rate into 'W' 1s 
distributed among A, B, C, D, E and F according 
to their individual peripheral potentials (P ) e . 
CiS ) ;:, Q(n) - Q(n) (Pe)A ;'c 
QA e A s s = --
EF (P e~ + <iS ) +--+<P ) (p ) e B e F j=A e . J 
The flow rate so assigned to each one of these 
grids is the flow rate out of that grid. Thus 
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knowing the flow rate out of each of these grids 
the flow rate into it is estimated using the same 
iterative technique as described in the preceding 
section. The aggregate sum of the flow rates into 
the grids A, B, C, D, E, and F, thus obtained 1s 
distributed among grids immediately surrounding 
them according to their individual peripheral 
(9) 
ootentials (P ). 
~ e Refer to Figure V. A flow rate into 
W is distributed among the grids forming the hexa-
gon H-1, namely A, B, C, D, E, and F. This yields the 
flow rate out of each grid in- H-1. This flow rate 
out of each grid in H-1 is used to calculate the flow 
rate into it by the iteration technique. The sum 
of the flow rates into the grids in H-1 is dis-
tributed among the grids in H-2. This procedure 
is continued out to successive grid locations until 
PROPOGATION OF WELL IMPULSE 
r:> Direction of propagation 
W - Producing grid 
H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4 - is the sequence of hexagons 
through which propagation of production impulse 




the hexagon H-n is reached, such that all the 2 ~ids 
composlng H-n exhibit an individual efflux rate 
less ·than the tolerance used in the iteration rout-
lne ( QTOL). 
The flow rates less than this tolerance are 
construed to be too small to cause a significant 
transience beyond those grids in which they are 
encountered. Hence, the region between those grids 
and the gas-water boundary is considered an inert 
flow zone that makes no contribution to the remain-
ing flow r>ate. In other words, the balance of gas 
flow is assumed to be contributed by the boundary 
gridsand to flow through the inert zone in a 
stabilized state. 
3. "Boundary condition" (Constant Pressure) 
The pressures at the boundary grids are con-
sidered equal to the initial uniform reservoir 
pressure. After each of these boundary grids 
contributes to the gas flow as described in the 
preceding section, the water and gas saturations in 
each grid are re-evaluated such that the pressure 
remalns constant. 
v 
= s<l) + _ _g 




- water saturation in the boundary grid before 
losing gas to the flovJ stream. 
S~ 2 ) - water saturation in the boundary grid after 
losing gas to the flow stream. 
vg - volume of gas so lost during the time step, 
3 ft., evaluated at the constant boundary 




<1 - s( 2 )) 
w 
s~ 2 ) - new gas saturation in the boundary grid. 
This method presupposes the presence of an 
(11) 
infinite aquifer and includes no consideration of the 
mechanics of water flow within the aquifer. 
After a boundary grid has lost all its gas 
content, new boundary grids are defined internal 
and adjacent to it. Their pressures are changed 
to the specified constant boundary pressure and 






S ( 1 ) - water satura·tion in the new boundary grid 
w 
before the boundary shift ; 
S~ 2 ) - water saturation in the same grid 9-_fter:_ 
the boundary shift ; 
(12) 
V' g = gas lost by the new boundary grid to make up 
22 
for the deficit gas in the old boundary grid , 
X(l) _ TI P(l) p(l) b . 
- 8P , ·elng the pressure in the new 
c 
boundary grid before the boundary shift. 
X(2) = TI(PB) 
SP , PB being the constant boundary 
c 
pressure. 
Thus, this work includes not only a constant 
gas-water boundary pressure, but also a moving 
boundary. 
Finally, '-F l~ after all the grids within the 
gas bubble have made their contributions, the 
system gas flow is still not fully accounted for, the 
balance of gas flow lS distributed among the bound~ 
ary grids according to their peripheral potentials 
and the corresponding boundary saturations are found. 
D. Qptimum Well Spacing Criterion 
In view of the cyclical nature of gas storage 
operations and their indefinitely long life span, 
a consideration of optimization solely on the 
basis of economics of well drilling and storage 
utility value is not fully realistic. Therefore, 
it is more feasible to consider an approach to 
optimization by determining that combination of 
wells which maximizes the minimum producing 
grid pressure. Insofar as the compressor capacity 
required in a storage field is a function of 
minimum well bore pressure within the field, any 
technique of well density optimization must reflect 
compression costs, which, unlike well driJling 
expenses, recurs periodically. 
The arguments supporting this approach to 
optimization are: 
23 
As the number of wells is permitted to increase 
the wit-hdrawal rate per well for the same total 
withdrawal rate becomes smaller. This smaller 
per-well withdrawal rate results in smaller per-
well pressure gradients, hence, higher well bore 
pressures. This increase in well bore pressure will 
decrease the compressor capacity required. As the 
number of wells increases beyond a limiting value, 
addition of more wells should not increase the 
minimum well bore pressure significantly. This 
limiting value of the number of wells is the max1mum 
number of wells that need to be investigated for 
economic optimum. 
Economics (See Figure VI) 
As the number of wells increases to a limiting 
value, compression costs should be reduced appreciably. 
But beyond this limit the 1ncrease 1n bottom hole 
pressure of an individual well due to addition of 
wells is economically insignificant; therefore, 
no further decrease in compression costs are 
realized. Thus the optimum well spacing can be 
considered to be based ultimately on local 
economics, namely, drilling and compression costs. 
Cost 
QUALITATIVE COST ANALYSIS CURVE 
Optimum Point 
-r--




The me thod discus s ed h e re provide s all the 
technical information necessary for making 
an individual cost analysis and therefore, 
sufficient reservoir engineering analysis 
necessary to achieve optimization in a gas 
storage field. The optimum number of wells 
that includes economics*as outlined above will 
be less than the number of wells resulting from 
this study; that is, the number of wells 
arrived at in this work provides an upper limit 
for economically optimum number of wells. 
Before economics of compression and drilling are considered, 
the well-head pressure should be evaluated. This is done 
by deducting the frictional losses in the well tubings 
from the bottom hole pressures, calculated in this work. 
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E. Advantages: 
l. This method, though unorthodox or perhaps 
because it is unorthodox, does not involve 
the use of complicated numerical techniques 
to solve the diffusivity equation. 
2. It is devoid of convergence and stability 
problems that beset the finite difference 
solution techniques. 
3. Because of the foregoing advantages, 
comparatively larger time steps can be 
used even during the early transient 
period. For example, the author has 
used a three day time step in his 
example problem. 
4. The co-ordinate axes by virtue of inter-
secting at 60° (and not at right angles) 
enable the simulation of any number of 
wells in a uniform spacing pattern due 
to the spatial distribution built into 
an equilateral system. 
5. Interference between wells 1s also a 
built-in feature of this technique even 
though the effects are superimposed. 
6. The propagation of pressure disturbance 
from a production (or an injection) well 
(grid) during a time step ~t is not limited 
to a distance of 26x and 26y around 
the well as in the conventional explicit 
solution technique. In this respect 
the operation of this method can be 
qualitatively described as shown 1n 
Figure VII. 
7. In regard to boundary conditions, this 
method not only considers constant 
pressure at the external boundary of 
the gas bubble, but also accounts for 
the movement of this constant pressure 
boundary. 
8. In ~he curve fit for (P/z vs P) using 
Fourier Series, the percentage deviation 
has been reduced to as small a value as 
0.002. 
9. Since this method does not attempt to 
re-evaluate the pressure in a grid 
during each time step unless the dis-
turbance has reached that grid during 




A QUALITATIVE COHPARISON BET~oJEEN EXPLICIT fiNITE DIFFEI:zJ:.:l~CE 





P (Af er a distu bance 
fi st i\t) 
·----''--------
Source of Disturbance Spatial Distance 
--G----"Os----
Actual pressure distribution after li\t 
Approximation to the above uslng Explicit 
Solution Technique 
Approximation to the first plot using 




1. This system of grids considered includes 
a set of peripheral grids adjacent to the 
boundaries that mark the beginni.ng of the 
surrounding aquifer. This is essential 
in order to avoid exceeding the range of 
the dimensioned arrays in the numerical 
model. 
2. Since the infinite Fourier Series is 
approximated by a finite truncated series 
in curve-fitting (P/z vs P) the sign of 
deviati6ns of the approximate values from 
the actual values alternates in certain 
ranges of pressure. So it is necessary 
that the tolerance used in the iterative 
root finding technique (subroutine ROOT) 
be greater than the maximum amplitude of 
deviation in the relevant range for fear 
that the tolerance may never be satisfied. 
3. The number of iterations required to obtain 
compatible saturations and pressures in 
each grid is a function of the intensity 
of transience in it for the same tolerance. 
In the example problem (which follows in 
the Appendix) t·he maximum number of 
iterations for any grid during a time step 
is three. 
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4. No iteration for saturations and pressure 
1n a grid is attempted if the grid is 100 
percent saturated with water. If the water 
saturation in the grid under study is so 
high that the subsequent pressure drop 
may cause the water to expand beyond the 
range of that grid, once again no iteration 
is attempted lest the iterative routine 
should diverge. 
5. If one of the wells 1n the system is 
flooded by water before the production 
from it 1s accounted for, then its pro-
duction rate is equally shared by the 
wells yet to be considered. 
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IV CONCLUSION 
An Equilateral System of grids was developed to 
facilitate uniform and symmetric well spacing in a gas 
storage field. An iterative technique was then developed 
to evaluate pressure and saturation distributions due to 
unsteady state single phase compressible fluid flow. This 
grid system and iterative method are unique. Provision 
has been made to consider the constant pressure boundary 
as well as the movement of that boundary. This model 
permits determination of the minimum bottom hole pressure 
for a set of wells. This minimum pressure is maximized 
with respect to number of wells for optimum spacing con-
siderations. 
The optimization approach in this work has been based 
on the withdrawal schedule, the beginning of which is marked 
by a uniform initial pressure throughout the gas bubble. 
With a slight modification of this model, provision can be 
made to include injection schedule. Thus, if both injection 
and withdrawal schedules are considered, then the optimum 
number of wells will be based on minimizing the difference 
between the maximum well pressure throughout the injection 
period and the minimum well pressure throughout the with-
drawal period, with respect to the number of wells. 
The autl1or feels that this model can be modified to 
simulate a moderately heterogeneous reservoir by considering 
d finite number of zones of homogeneous flow capacity as 
comprising the total reservoir or to simulate an anticlinal 
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reservo1r with gravi·ty flow included. Finally, this 1nodcl 
can be used to advantage in developing virgin gas and oil 
fields although the latter will require additional changes 
to include two-phase flow. 
The results of a model study by this technique yields 
all the technical information needed to apply local economics 
to a field system and yield an optimum development program 
for a gas storage field. 
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THE SECANT METHOD 
If a function y = f(x) has a simple real root, a, then 
y = f(a) = 0. Let us consider one such function as glven 
below. 
y = f(x) 
y 
X 
(Method of False Position) 
Two points x 1 and x 2 are picked on either side of a, 
such that the product f(x 1 ) * f(x 2 ) is negative. Let the 
chord joining y 1 = f(x 1 ) and y 2 = f(x 2 ) intersect the X -
axis at x 3 . This x 3 replaces either x 1 or x 2 so as to 
glve f(x 3 ) * f(~ .) less than zero, where 'i' = 1 or 2. In .~ 
other words x 3 replaces xj' j = 1 or 2 to yield. 
fCx 3 ) * f(xi)i # j less than zero. The same procedure is 
repeated with x 3 and xi to find x 4 and so on until f(xn) is 
less than a specified tolerance. 
To find x 3 , etc.: 
Knowing x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , and y 2 , x 3 lS evaluated by linear 
inverse interpolation. 
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A P P E N D I X III 
SUBROUTINES AND SUBFUNCTIONS 
Besides the ma1n program the following subroutines 
and subfunctions comprise the numerical model. 
1. "Subroutines" 
a. INTIAL (Initial) 
This sets the initial conditions in the 
reservoir and calculates the original gas in-
place in pounds-mass as well as the original 
hydrocarbon pore volume in cubic feet at the 
beginning of the withdrawal period. 
IN EACH GRID 
i) Hydrocarbon pore volume (Refer to Figure VII): 
Area = SIDE * SIDE * SIN (60°) 
= (SIDE) 2 ~·, ( {3/2) 
Pore Volume = (Area * HITE*POROS) 
= ( -{3-J 2) -1, (SIDE) 2 :•, HITE ~·: POROS 
Volume of gas = (Pore Volume) * (1 - Sw) = V 
? 
= ( f3/2)*(SIDE)~*HITE*POROS*(l-Sw) 
ii) Original gas in-place (Mass): 
According to the non-ideal Gas Law, 
P V = z n R T 
where, 
P = the grid pressure, (lbs./ft. 2 ) 
68 
V = the hydrocarbon pore volume in the grid, (ft~) 
z = the gas deviation factor, (dimensionless) 
n = the number of moles of gas in the grid 
R = the gas constant (=1544 ft. lbs. /mole/
0 R) 
T = the temperature o:f the gas, (oR). 
A THREE DIMENSIONAL VIEVJ OF AN ELE11ENTARY RHOHBOIDAL GRID 
'17 1 I • I / ) -- - - - - / - -I~ 
/ / I 
/ 
















Thus, the mass of gas in any grid ls 
(P/z) ._': v b RT = num er of mol·es 
or 
(p/z) -.~ V ·.~ MW ' 
• • l = n :: RT MW = HASS 
where, 
MW is the molecular weight of the gas, and the 
expression P/z is a function of pressure for 
constant temperature. 
b. POZFIT (P over z Fit) 
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Values of the reduced pressures at equal inter-
vals and their corresponding z-values are input 
(Source: N G SMA Handbook). This subprogram 
transforms the reduced pressure such that the 
domain of the transformed variable that corresponds 
to the domain of the reduced pressure before trans-
formation is (0, IT). Then the coefficients of the 
Fourier Sine Series are calculated by numerical 
integration. 
00 
p (x) L b Sin (nx) ------------for all - = z n 0 and II 
n=l 
N 
'V L b Sin (nx) 'V n 
n=l 
where 'N' is a finite number 
and b 






By forcing i(x) to be an odd periodic function, 
p ( . ·'· 
- X) " 
z Sin(nx) is made an even function. 
so,· 
bn = ~ [orr p 
- (x) Sin (nx) dx. z 
This integration is carried out numerically 
s1nce the values of 'x' and their corresponding 
p 
- (x) are known at equal intervals (from the z 
input data). 
c . LOCATE : 
This subroutine locates the specified number 
of wells such that they are centered in the field 
and are uniformly spaced. 
d. IMPULS (Production or injection impulse at 
·the well): 
This simulates the disturbance of the status 
quo due to production (or injection) impulses at 
the well bores; from this subroutine, subprograms 
'PRPGTN' and 'NEWPRS' are called. 
i) Steady state flow formula for non-ideal gases: 
The non-ideal Gas Law states 
p Q(6t) = z n R T 
where, 
P - Pressure 
Q - Volumetric flow rate The units 
n - Number of moles as shot..;n 
R - Gas constant on page 53 
T - Flow temperature 
z - z(P, T), gas deviation factor 
6t - Time step, days. 
For isothermal flow, 





P Q ·s t 
z 
= p Q 
z 
= n R T = a constant. 
Q = (P /z ) * (z/P) * Q = (k/,,) * (2ITrh) * dP a a a ~ dr 
where, 'r' is the radius and 'h' is the thickness 
of the formation 
or 
(P lz ) ···q J:e dr 2ITkh~., .. = = a a a r ll 
rw 
or 
(P /z ) 
a a 
~~ Q ~·, ln < r I r ) 






* [F(P ) - F(P )] 
e w 
-1-n~(-r~/=r ) * (P /z ) 









* [F(P ) - F(P )] 
e w 
ln(re/rwr ~·, (P /z ) 
w w 
F(P) = 
p J ~ dP. 
0 






ii) Unit Conversion: 










P - atmospheres } 
z - dimensionless 
---So, 
and hence, 





(P/z) - atmospheres 
dP - atmospheres 
Q'vJ ;': ( 3 0 • l~ 8 ) 3 







f. P dP - (atmospheres) 2 z 
t Q 1.n field 







~" (30.48) ~·: [F(P ) - F(P )] 
e w ~·: 
(14.65) 2 * ln(r lr 
e w) 
kh A[F(P ) - F(P )] 
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(14.65) 
(P lz ) 
w w 
•• e w 
ll 1 n ( r I r ) ;': ( P 1 ) e w w z 
w 
..•. khA [F(P ) - F(P )] 
-·· e w ll 
ln(r lr > * (P lz > 
e w w w 
iii) Flow formula in terms of standard cubic feet: 
Let the subscript 'w' denote well bore conditions 










According to the non-ideal Gas Law 





Qw ~'; p 
s 




(Pwlzw) ,·~ 520 --· Tw 
= 39.7509 ~·: kh 
11 
* [F(Pe) - F(Pw)] 
ln(r lr ) * {P lz ) 
e w w w 
then, 
39.7509 520 ~·= 1'-
w 
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[F(P ) - FCP )] 
e w 
ln(r /r ) 
e H 





curve fit by a Fourier Series: 
p 
F(P)= J 0 p dP z 











and Pc ~s the critical pressure of the 
gas, we express 
dx = IT dP 8Pc 
or dP 
8Pc 
= -IT- d X 
fp X 
=f p F(P) = p dP --(x) z z 
0 0 
X 










dP [F(P ) F(P w) ] - = z e 
p 
w 
[ fxe X w 
8P p (x) dx 
-J p (x) dx J - -c z z ' :: 11 0 
8P 0 
c [G(xe) - G(x ) ] = 11 w 
Since the Fourier Series is uniformly convergent, 
Equation III can be integrated as 
X X 
fa fa 00 p dx Lbi Sin (ix) dx -(x) = z i::l 
00 ( = Lbi Sin (ix) dx 
i"i!l 0 
00 00 
= L cos(ix) +L b. -b. J.. J.. i 
i-:!1 J.. i+l 
N N 
"' 
"\- (ix) \ di 









39.7509 ~·: kh 11P s 
8 * p ~·, c -..,': 520 
--rr-
* [G(x ) - G(x )] 
e w 
II w ln Cr /r ) (IV) 
e w 
v) Itera·tive Routine: 
The surface flow rate lS the sum of the volumes 
obtained from : 
(1) the flow due to pressure gradient created 
around the grid as yielded by Equation IV 
for small time steps, 
and 
(2) the expansion of the gas ln the producing 
grid due to the resultant pressure. 
Step (1): The average peripheral pressure is 
calculated. 
S·tep ( 2): Knowing the withdrawal rate in standard 
cubic feet Equation IV is used to 
calculate G(xw). 
Step ( 3) : From G(x ) the value of.x lS evaluated w w 
usinQ the Secant Method of finding roots 
C> 
of a polynomial (Subroutine ROOT). 
Step (4): From x ·the value of P is calculated. w w 
Step (5): The fall ln the grid pressure from the 
original value to Pw causes in-place 
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gas and water to expand; these expansions 
Step (6): 
Step ( 7): 
are evaluated. The expanded volume of 
the in-place gas less the new available 
hydrocarbon pore volume in the grid is 
averaged over the time step and this lS 
considered the first iterative value of 
the contribution of the producing grid 
to the flow rate out of the grid. 
Next, Q i n Equation IV is reduced by 
s 
this contributed value and a new pro-
ducing grid pressure is calculated. 
This iteration procedure from Steps (1) 
through (6) lS continued until two 
consecutive flow rates differ within a 
tole rance; that is, 
less than a tolerance). 
e . PRPGTN (Propagation) : 
This s u bprogram propagate s the disturbance 
cau sed by the impulse ~t the p rod ucin g grid a wa y 
from it into the outer grids as explained on page 16. 
f. NEWPRS (Ne w Pressures ): 
Thi s s ubprog r a m e v a luate s the new p r essure 
E1istribution r esulting from (e.) and does so by 
calling subroutine ITERAT. 
g. ITERAT (Iterate): 
This iterates as outlined under IMPULS for 
each disturbed grid in the system to yield 
compatible saturation distribution and pressure. 
h. ROOT: 
This subroutine iterates for pressure (P) 
p ' 
glven P/z or J 0 (P/z)dP. The technique used ls 
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known as the Secant Method. Even -though this is 
not a fast method, it is unconditionally convergent 
for all continuous functions. Therefore, this 
method was preferred. (See Appendix) 
2. "Subfunctions" 
a. POZFUN (p over z function): 
Given the pressure P, this subfunction 
evaluates the corresponding P/z using the results 
from the subroutine 'POZFIT'. 
b. PZIFUN (p over z integral function): 
Given the pressure P, this subfunction 
evaluates f ITP P/z(x) dx Hhere x = gpc· 
The input variables are read ln the main progr~am. 
The tolerance for the Secant Method of root finding 
technique (variable PZITOL) is specified to be 0.05 in the 
main program. The tolerance on the flow rate for the 
iteration technique shown on page 15 (variable QTOL) is a 
function of PZITOL and is calculated in the main program. 
A P P E N D I X IV 
INPUT FORHAT 
The following pages desc:roibe the input variables and 
their corresponding formats. 
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Card 1 
N - Number of grids along X - direction; 
odd; ma.x1mum provided for 51 
1'1 -- Number of grids along y - dir~ction; 
odd; max1mum provided for 51 















Ca1..,d 2 and 3 
WATSAT - In.i tial Connate \-Jater Saturation 
in the Gas Bubble 
P~IRST- Initial Gas Bubble Pressure (psi.) 
PCROS - Porosity of the Reservoir Formation 
HITE- Thickness of the Reservoir (Ft.) 
SIDE - Length of a side of the Rhomboidal 
Grid (Ft.) 
. T ( 0 R) TEMP - Reservo1r emperature 
FMBLTY - Reservoir Permeability (Darcy) 
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I 
>-t (/) co [-1 co 
0 . ~ . p::; co ..:0 co 







~ co co I Cf) • f-4 • E-t co ~ co I~ . ....; Hrl 
L~--04-~~ "' ___ r....... 
Cards (4 through 3 + NOFZS/3) 
NOFZS - Number of points from gas 
deviation factor (compressibility 
factor) chart at the reservoir 
temperature 
B(I) - The values of the reduced pressure 
at equal intervals 
D(I) - The corresponding values of gas 
deviation factor (z) 
After the first card has been entered 
as shown, the remaining values of reduced 
pressure and their cor:r.'esponding z- values 
are read in according to the second format 








(Y') 0 <.D 0 
..._, r1 ..._, r1 







(Y') 0 <.D 0 
......., r1 ..._, rl 







N 0 Lr> 0 
'-' r1 ..._, r1 
0 r....... or...-. 
i--- ~ 
.:j- ..:::r 
~ . ~ . 
C'-.1 0 L.(; 0 
'-' rl '-' r-i 
en ~ p':l~ 
- ~ 
.:j- ..::t 
......... . ........ . 
r1 0 ..::tO 
......., rl '-./ rl 






0 Lr> :x; I z ~-'---Lr> 
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Cards (3 + NOFZS/3 +l) 
VISCO- Vicosity of Storage Gas (Cp.) 
CRTPR - Critical Pressure of Storage Gas 
\rJTi10L Molecular W~ight of Storage Gas 
WATCMP - Compressibility of Formation 
Water (vol./vol./psi.) 
~ CX) I P-. • . 










Cards (3 + NOFZS/3 + 2 through 3 + NOFZS/3 + NSTAGE/2) 
fT'O'"~TMP (I) ·-
.L J.. .l........ ' Storage Field Withdrawal 
Rate (SCF/DAY) 
TIMLIM (I) - Cumulative Time ln Days 
a·t ~vhich Wi thdrawa.l Rate 
changes from TOTIMP (I) 
to TOTIMP (I+l) 
Wi thdra~;.Jal rates and their corresponding 
time limits are entered according to the same 



































A P P E N D I X V 
-~~AMPLE PROBLEI1 
~------






Part of Aquifer 
** Boundary Grids 
1-·~--_..;4 9 0 0 0 ' ----+-4 
PLAN VIEW 
b. Formation Characteristics 
Porosity (POROS) = 0.15 
Permeability (PMBLTY) = 0.1 Darcy 
Thickness (HITE) = 10.0 ft. 
c. Reservoir Temperature (TE1'1P) = 560°R 
2. Fluid Properties 
Viscosity of the storage gas (VISCO) = 0.015 cp. 
Critical Pressure of the storage gas (CRTPR) = 673.09 
Molecular Weight of the storage gas (WTMOL) = 17.05 
Compressibility of the forillation water (WATCMP) = 
-
6 I I . 3.0 * 10 val. vol. psl. 
3. Withdrawal Schedule 
The following withdrawal schedule has been 
used: 
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4. Initial Conditions 
Connate Water Saturation (SATWAT) = 0.1 
Reservoir Pressure (PFIRST) = 2000 psi. 
5. Boundary Condition 
Constant Pressure at the gas-·water bour1dary = 
2000 psi. 
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A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF THE ITERATION ROUTINE DESCRIBED ON 
P:~_'E l _ _Q ___ THROUGH THE FIRST TIME STEP (Refer to Figure III) 
The production rate during the first time step represents 
the flow rate out of 'W' during that time step. 
this production rate is 1.85 * 10 6 dscf. 
ay 
In our case 
To calculate the flow rate into 'W' corresponding ~o the 
flow rate out of it: 
Step i) First approximation 
IN(O) 
Qs = QOUT = s 1.85 
ITERATION NO. 1 
Step ii) 
[QIN re p T ] ln (:::;,-) J.l 1T 
S · r1& . s w G(xw) = G(xe) - 39.7509 kh ( 8) p (520) c 
= 1334.828 - 4.524 
= 1330.304 psi. 
Step iii) Since we now know G(xw), we 
using subprogram ROOT to determine xw 
c a n b a ck calculate 
from G (xw). 
Step iv) 
Step v) 
X = 1.1651 
w 
From 'x ' t h e pre ssure at grid 'W' 
w ' 
is eva luated 
1.1651 (8) (673.09~ = 1997.058 psl. 
3.1415 
Pre v i ous pre s s ure in 'W' = 2000 p s l. 
' ' = 6 P = ( 2 000 - 1997.058) Press u re drop i n W 
= 2.942 psi. 
Step vi) New pore volume available for gas 1n 'W' due to 
the above pressure change 
= Pvg = a 2h ¢ sin(rr/3) (1 - S + 6P C S ) 
w w w 
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= 1000 2 (10)(0.15)(0.866)[1.-0.1 + 2.942(3*10-6 )(0.1)]. 
= 1.299*10 6 [0.9 + 0.8826*10- 6 ] 
~ 1.299*10 6 (0.9) = 1.169*10 6 Res. ft. 3 
Step vii) New expanded gas volume in 'W' due to the same 
pressure change 
PJ a 2h¢ sin(rr/3)(1-Sw) 
= V = ~ -=a=-t-=--=2_:0=-0=-0-=- ---- -------
!'!at 1997.058 
2421.308 6 
- 2414.813 (1.299)10 (0.9) 
= 1.173 * 10 6 Res . ft. 3 





= v - Pvg 
= 10 6 (1.173 1 .169) 
= 0.004 -ot•, 10 6 Res. ft. 3 
ix) Surplus gas in terms of stC:lndard 
( ) PI ~·:s2o AV z a t 1 997 .0 5 8 
= T ~: 14. 6 5 
w 
(0.004) 10 6 ( 2414.813 )(5 2 0) 
= ("565)--rl4:65 
= 0.6122*10 6 scf. 
cubic feet 




0.6122 ~·; 106 
3 
= 10 6 [1.85 - 0.2041] 
= 1.6459 * 10 6 scf day • 
Step xi) The value from step (x) is compared for QIN 
s 
to check if their diffe:r'ence is within the tolerance. 
r )": * To1eT'ance 
3 
= 41000 scf (~ 324 Res. ft. ) 
day day 
= 0.204 
> 0.041 * 10 6 scf day 
Insofar as our first iteration is in excess of 
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the tolerance,steps (ii) through (xi) must be repeated with 
the new iterated value of QIN = 1. 6459 ~~ 10 6 dscf. A table 
s ay 
of values obtained from such iterations during the first 
time step for the producing grid 'W' is given below. 
kh8P 520(2)PZITOL 
**·Tolerance= QTOL = 39.7509* c . 
JJP nT 1n(r /r ) 
s w e w 
scf 
day 
where PZITOL is the tolerance used in the Secant Method of 
root finding technique (Subroutine ROOT). This is specified 
in the main program as 0.05. 
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SteE_No. Variable Iteration No. 1 Iteration No. 2 
--- --
i QIN 1.85•·:10 6 1.6459'.'10 6 
s 
ii G(xw) 1330. 304 1330.858 
iii xw 1.1651 1.165 
iv Pw 1997.058 1997.058 
v 6P 2.942 0.0 
vi Pvg l.169••:lo 6 1.169•"'10 6 
vii v 1.173•.'10 6 1.1691'106 
viii 6V 4000.0 0.0 
lX 6V 
s 
0.6122'.'10 6 0.0 
X Q~N(n+l) l. 6459 1'10 6 1.1659*10 6 
Xl. QIN(n+l)_QIN(n) 0.204*10 6 (>41000) 0.0(<41000) s s 
IN' Hence, Q5 at W = 
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RESULTS 
Initial Hydrocarbon Pore Volume at the start of the 
withdrawal cycle = 0.304 x 1010 ft3. 
Initial gas in-place at the start of the withdrawal 
cycle = 0.209 x 101 1 lbs. 
Maximum number of wells that need to be investigated 
to obtain optimum number of wells = 19 
The corresponding value of minimum producing grid 
pressure reached throughout the withdrawal 
cycle = 1997.50 psi. 
The coordi.nates of these wells are: 
No. X - Co-ordinate Y - Co-ordinate 
i 16 16 
2 23 16 
3 30 16 
4 37 16 
5 44 16 
6 16 23 
7 23 23 
8 30 23 
9 37 23 
10 9 30 
11 16 30 
12 23 30 
13 30 30 
14 37 30 
15 9 37 
16 3'7 16 
23 37 17 
30 37 18 
37 37 19 
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GAS MOL. (WT. = 17.04998779 
GAS CRITtC. PRES. = 673.08984375 
--···------·-·--·--------------------------------·------- -----· -----·------------
GAS VISCOSITY = 0.015000 CP. 
WAT. COI)PRBL TY. = 0. 2999999_;:;.2.::..E-_:0:..:.5 ______ _ 
~~AXI~U'-1 NIJMBER OF WELLS THAT NEED TO RE INVESTIGATED TO ORTAIN OPTIMUM NU11RER OF WELLS = 19 
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